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I don’t judge others.
I say if you feel good with
what you’re doing, let your
freak flag fly.
—Sarah Jessica Parker

By Ted Kaye

Portland Flag Association advances flag studies throughout Oregon.
We’ve launched the beta version
of the Oregon Flag Registry—a
means to identify, document, and
share flags in Oregon. In VT #28,
we announced our initial ideas;
now Scott Mainwaring is leading
the way, creating the website and
organizing the data collection.
Although it’s just beginning to be
populated, we’ve begun!
The OFR (oregonflagregistry.org)
aspires to be an online listing of
all adopted flags pertaining to
Oregon. Modeled after the Flag
Institute’s small but important
registry of national, county, and
local flags in the UK, the OFR
goes beyond state, county, and
municipal government flags to
include tribal, company, school,
organization, and personal flags.
Each listing depicts the flag image
and include key information as
available, including: description,
meaning, history, designer, proportions, adoption date, predecessor
flags, and entity contact information (including web links).

This effort will help promote the
design, adoption, and display of
flags throughout the state and,
incidentally, encourage good flag
design. We, the PFA, sponsor
the OFR, providing outreach to
prospective registrants and design
advice.
Registration in the OFR is free of
charge and open to all. The initial
focus is on Oregon cities, counties,
and tribes. Most (except tribes)
are currently flagless; the PFA can
assist with advice on the flagdesign and flag-adoption process.
While similar to a “College of
Arms” as a provider and promoter
of sound flag design, the OFR
functions as a “registrar” rather
than a “gatekeeper”.
The beta version of the OFR is
now on line. Our next step, before
opening it to the public, is to create
listings for flags already known to
PFA members, FOTW, and
Elmer’s Flag & Banner.
For reference, think of the articles
in NAVA’s American City Flags.
PFA members: to volunteer as an
OFR researcher, contact Scott at
info@oregonflagregistry.org.

If you wish to compliment the editor, or to contribute in the future, contact Ted Kaye
at 503-223-4660 or kandsons@aol.com. If you wish to complain, call your mother.
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March 2015 Flutterings You Need to Know
In our March meeting, hosted by
Patrick Genna, 14 PFA members
enjoyed a lively 3-hour evening of
flags and other wide-ranging topics. As the host, Patrick led the
introductions. We held to the
“10-minute rule” for presentations.
A frequent Goodwill shopper,
Patrick shared several recent finds,
then gave them all away. They
included national flags and a flag
stand from the Norddeutscher Lloyd
Bremen, coincidentally the steamer
line on which David Ferriday
returned from Europe after Army
service in the 1950s.
John Niggley recently received his
Swedish in-laws, surprising them
by flying the flag of their state,
Östergötland, which reverses the
colors of the Swedish national flag.
His staff gave him a gift certificate
to Elmer’s for Xmas; he will enjoy
the 20% PFA discount.
The third generation in his family’s
flag business in Bedford, Massa-

Patrick Genna shares a recent Goodwill acquisition as
Michael Orelove and Max Liberman (wearing flag tie) look on.

chusetts, Carl Larson showed a
Howard Johnson’s flag which had
hung in the office for decades.
He also shared a set of table flags
of the Italian Line (of steamships),
gleaned at the local store Scrap.
Ted Kaye reported on recent interviews he’d given, and relayed the
congratulatory messages sent to
the PFA from around the world on
the 50th issue of this publication.
Jessie Spillers described how Casey
Sims, the leader of a local band,
contacted him via post card with
information about a combined
Jamaica-Portland flag (see p. 6).

Carl Larson shows the flags from the
now-gone Italian Line (1932-2002),
based in Genoa, Italy.
April 2015

David Koski introduced The Book
of Signs, by Rudolph Koch, and led

an interesting discussion of the role
of symbols on flags.
David Ferriday read from an article
on India’s flag, relating that by law
it is supposed to be made from
khadi, a hand-loomed cloth.
He showed images of Union Pacific locomotives bearing huge U.S.
flag images, and led speculation on
the source of the yin-yang symbol
on Northern Pacific locomotives
(indeed inspired by Korea’s flag).
He took a contrarian view in the
“average color” discussion, and
observed that many admirals’ and
generals’ flags with red stars or
circles on white would all average
out to varying pink shades.
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Max Liberman responded to the
“Deconstructing Flags” book
(see p. 5), sharing several more
“hybrid flags” he’d encountered
on Wikimedia Commons:
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
Category:Hybrid_flags
The flag of Iceland, made in Taiwan,
bought by John Schilke.

David Ferriday shows the use of flags
in upholstery, from a design magazine.

Fulfilling a promise at a previous
meeting, John Schilke told of his
October visit to Iceland to see the
Aurora Borealis and showed a flag
he’d bought there (after visiting
nine shops). He collects flags of
the places where he’s travelled.

Scott Mainwaring described the
beta launch of the Oregon Flag
Registry (see p. 1), and began recruiting researchers to write initial
entries. He reported on the surge
of visits to our website and his
blogging there, and shared his
opinions and concerns about the
recent controversy at U. C. Irvine
over the removal of the U.S. flag
from student government offices.

Ken Dale spun four tales, including how he watched the coronation
of Elizabeth II on TV in 1953 and
his experience with the Portland
Scandinavian Chorus—singing in
five languages.
Larry Snyder displayed the burgee
he’d designed for the Lake Oswego
Preservation Society, and gave us
some flag-heraldry links (see p. 5).

Larry Snyder based the burgee of the
Lake Oswego Preservation society on
the “O” nautical signal flag.

Jessie Spillers and Ken Dale examine
David Ferriday’s latest flag-based art.

Fred Paltridge provided insightful
commentary on many of the flags
shown during the meeting. He
noted that the Irish flag’s green
and orange could also be interpreted as repudiating the Union Flag’s
blue and red.
Still receiving flags from around
the world, Michael Orelove
showed the latest to arrive, including Vietnam. He’s now begun
soliciting them from state capital
cities—Jackson, Mississippi sent
him an unused flag (John Niggley
identified it as Dettra-made, over
20 years old).
Our next meeting will be at the
home of John Schilke on May 14th
(at Mary’s Woods). He took the
Portland Flag Association flag with
him—the customary task of the
next host.

Michael Orelove and Scott Mainwaring stretch out an 8’ x 12’ Oregon state flag.
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The Reverse Side of a Flag
My son, Jonathon, who lives in
Olympia, Washington’s capital,
took note of the state flags flying
around the city and reported that
they all show George Washington
facing the left and the words reading correctly on both sides.

by Michael Orelove

I have two Washington state flags.
The obverse of both flags is the
same. George Washington faces
the left and the wording “The Seal
of…” reads correctly.
The first flag is a printed flag
I bought on eBay for $6, with the
printing bleeding through the
fabric to make a two-sided flag
(see photo). The reverse is the
mirror image of the front and has
George Washington facing the
right and the words are backwards.
(The U.S. flag’s reverse is also a
mirror image of the obverse).
The second flag has the seal printed on an extra piece of fabric
which is sewn on the reverse side
so that George Washington faces

The reverse of a printed Washington
State flag—a $6 eBay purchase.

I confirmed this on a recent visit
to Vancouver, Washington, where
all the flags I saw had the extra
fabric with the seal on the reverse.

the left (as on the front) and the
words read correctly on both sides.
This flag costs more to produce
than the simple printed version.

So far the the printed version from
eBay is only flag I have seen with
George Washington facing right
and the words backwards on the
reverse.

In fact, Washington State regulations governing the flag (WAS 434
-04-017) say “Each flag shall have
official identical seals, one on each
side of the flag…”

[This is a correction to the apparently mistaken assertion regarding
mirror-image Washington flags
shown in VT #48]

Fiji’s Flag Challenge
Zev Landes, a member of the Flag
Society of Australia and a Vexilloid
Tabloid subscriber, offers his own
humorous take on the national flag
change effort recently launched in
Fiji. He is an ardent vexillologist
and accomplished cartoonist.
Fiji’s prime minister announced in
February the intent to replace the
flag which had flown since independence in 1970—a shield on a
light blue field and the Union Flag
in the canton. It’s one of four
remaining national flags with the
Union Jack (Australia, New Zealand, and Tuvalu are the others).
April 2015
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A Flag for Florida?

Book: Las Banderas
de Nuestros Hijos
Scott Mainwaring brought this
interesting book to our attention.
All in Spanish, its title translates as:
The Flags of our Sons: Deconstructing
Flags, by artist Carlos Fort Garcia.
In it, Garcia distills a flag to its
essential components, then creates
combinations—mashups—of that
flag with others. The deconstructed flags merged with others include Spain, Catalonia, Madrid,
USA, UK, France, Germany, and
Latin America (assorted)—making
189 in all. He also combines their
names (e.g. Japan + Spain =
“Japaña or Espón”).
He also includes sections on
curiosities, flag families, and flag
evolution. The text is brief—
7 of the 80 pages.

Portland Flag Association:
He writes: “This now seems more
an essay on sociology than a book
about design and flags” and uses a
cooking metaphor of making paella
with couscous instead of rice to
describe how different flag components can be substituted.

I was listening to Ted Kaye talk
on the 99% Invisible podcast
yesterday and he inspired me to
remake my native state of Florida’s
flag. I’ve always thought it looked
so nondescript for a state which is
anything but. Cool stuff you all
are up to. Take it easy.

Published in May 2014 after a
crowdfunding campaign, much of
the book’s contents and concepts
appear here:

Kevin S. Fridy

www.lasbanderasdenuestroshijos.com

The PFA’s resident heraldist,
Larry Snyder, points us to two
websites with free forums for
“Flying Heraldry”. They are:

“Flying Heraldry”

The International Association of
Amateur Heralds
http://amateurheralds.com/forum/
viewforum.php?f=32

The International Register of Arms
http://armorial-register.com/forum
-new/viewforum.php?f=20

One must register for both sites
but there is no fee.

The flag of Spain combined with those of Japan, Guatemala, Portugal,
Chile, Sweden, Vatican City, Philippines, Romania, and Mexico.

“Flying Heraldry”, of course, is the
intersection between heraldry and
vexillology. The forums provide
insights into viewing flags from the
heraldic perspective.
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The Portland Ska Flag
By Casey Sims

About eight years ago a group of
friends who attended Willamette
University in the late 90s formed
our band, Original Middleage
Ska Enjoy Club. Our bandmate,
Don Olsen, teaches art at local
colleges—so we always have fun
posters and materials.
Our band is influenced by ska
music, which originated in Jamaica
in the early 1960s. In subsequent
years, ska turned into rocksteady,
which turned into reggae, and by
the late 1960s reggae had become
a world-wide phenomenon. The
most famous ska band (and our
favorite) is The Skatalites, studio
musicians in Jamaica playing behind singers such as Bob Marley
in his early years. As cultural
ambassadors, The Skatalites used
the Jamaican flag to communicate
their identity in their materials.

On a trip to Chicago several years
ago, Don noticed several people
with a tattoo of the Chicago city
flag. Don took a closer look at the
Portland flag when he returned,
and realized that if he turned the
Portland flag on an angle, it reminded him of the Jamaican flag.
He combined the designs into a
great composite, and I wrote our
band “message” to go with it:

Don Olsen’s design for an OMSEC flag combines those of Jamaica and Portland.
April 2015

Ska, Rocksteady, and Reggae originated
in Jamaica in the 1960s and spread
throughout the world, including the
Northwest. In this tradition we have
combined the flags of Portland and
Jamaica into one, to represent the place
we live and the music we love. Do you
like to dance to the offbeat too? Fly

this flag to celebrate Jamaican
music, Portland style. Respect.
We made a 3’ x 5’ version which
we hang behind us during concerts,
and we made the postcards to send
out to our friends. Our goal is for
people who love living in Portland
and listening to Jamaican music, as
we do, to fly the flag in celebration. It’s been a lot of fun to share
with everyone, and we have gotten
quite a positive response from
many people, especially as more
and more people become familiar
with the Portland flag.
One fun tidbit—a couple of years
ago I invited Mayor Sam Adams to
our show by sending him a version
of the flag, and he liked it so much
he tweeted it to 50,000 people!
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What’s that Flag?

What Was that Flag? Answers to the last quiz

By Scott Mainwaring

By David Koski

Can you name these seven flags?

The 12 squares below each present the average color of a national flag,
derived through the methodology described in the last issue.

Answers in the next issue…

A

5. Ireland

G

12. U.S.A.

B

6. Italy

H

11. U.K.

C

9. Mexico

I

7. Jamaica

D

8. Japan

J

1. Barbados

E

2. Canada

K

10. Sweden

F

3. France

L

4. Germany
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Portland Flag Miscellany

Portland’s mayor, the Honorable
Charlie Hales, delivers his State of the
City address at the City Club of
Portland in January, 2015.
The flag of Portland stands proudly in
the background at the Sentinel Hotel.
Appropriately, in 2002 Charlie was
a member of the city council when
it voted to update the flag’s design
to its current form.

Susan Hartnett, of Portland’s Office of
Finance & Administration, reports:
“We’re trying to make our great flag
more visible in City facilities! The
CAO [Fred Miller, the Chief Administrative Officer] ordered 100 desktop
flags in December and made them
available to city bureaus in early January. We have distributed 90 of them to
11 bureaus and are ordering 100 more
for other bureaus who have not yet
responded to our offer. The remaining
flags are going to the commissioners’
offices. We also ordered 10,000 postcards which will be distributed free at
the Travel Portland visitors center.
We’re giving each commissioner’s
office a small supply of those as well.”

Sellwood’s Moreland Farmer’s Pantry
opened in January, under the cloud of
disclosure of anti-gay views of the
owners.
In response, the business made a
“sizable donation” to a local advocacy
group and began flying the Oregon,
Portland, and Rainbow flags.
Sellwood is a neighborhood in
Southwest Portland.
[thanks to Bill Trinkle for the tip]

May Meeting
The next meeting of the Portland
Flag Association will be at 7 p.m.,
Thursday, May 14, 2015, at Mary’s
Woods, the retirement village of
John Schilke, 17400 Holy Names
Drive, Lake Oswego.
See the map at right.
We look forward to seeing those
of you who have missed recent
meetings, and hear some new stories, see some different flags, and
engage in provocative discussion.
If you can’t get to the meeting,
perhaps you can give the editor
something to share with readers.
April 2015

Enter the DUROCHER parking lot. The number (17440) is over
the entrance area of the apartment building. Park in an empty (free)
space with a BLUE FLAG in the parking area. If nobody’s at the
door, call John’s cell phone: 503-459-1213.
The Vexilloid Tabloid , founded in 1999 by the late John Hood, is published bi-monthly by and for
the Portland Flag Association—Portland, Oregon, U.S.A. Find back issues at www.portlandflag.org.

